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November 11, 1949

Mr. W. A. Hutchison, Manager, 
Preston iiast Dome Mines, Ltd.

 'F c in ; -"r
'j Tt. MARIE

Re; Aubrey Falls Property

The following is a summary of what has been accomplished 

to date following the discovery by our prospectors of a radio 

active showing in the Aubrey Falls area.

Late in August, tonfred Johnson with Frank Horne a^ 

assistant, found a radioactive showing some SuO 1 north of Aubrey 

Falls on the Mississagi River in Twp. 4D close to the boundary 

with Twp. *fS. Twenty-nine claims were staked, nine in Twp. 4D 

and the remainder in 4E. Further prospecting revealed a second 

showing in Twp. 43 over a ir.ile north-west of the original find on 

which six claims were staked. Recently seven additional claims 

were staked to close the *-;ap between the two groups. The area in 

which the showings have been found has been withdrawn from staking 

at the instigation of the H.H). F.C. who have extensive plans under 

way for developing the power resources of the Kississngi River. 

For this reason of the forty- Jiree claims staked to date only 

seven have been accepted for recording. Applications for recording 

have been filed for the remainder. In this connection, it can 

only be stated at this time that no conflict of interests is 

anticipated with Hydro should our discovery prove to be important.

For the last five weeks work has proceeded with a small 

crew of men with a view to obtaining fresh samples for analyt^s. 

The effects of surface oxidation continue in the trenches completed 

to date, FO that no strictly fresh sample has as yet been obtained.
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No pitchblende has been found, although Geiger Counter readings 

are high. The radioactivity in terms of the uranium oxide equiva 

lent for a sample of gossan ran 0.54^, and for a somewhat fresher 

specimen ran 1.59/0.

The showing from which the samples were obtained consists 

of a fracture zone along and close to the contact between a diabase 

dyke and granite. This contact can be traced for HOG 1 westerly 

to the Kississagi River, but appears only at rare intervals to the 

east where overburden is heavier. The only exposed section of the 

contact from which high readings in the Counter have been obtained 

has been stripped and partially trenched for 125'. High readings 

can be obtained in the floor of the trenches over widths of 2'-5'. 

Intense reddish hematite alteration obscures some details of the 

diabase and adjacent granite as far as the structure has been 

traced. This alteration was observed again 1500' downstream at 

a point where the granite outcrops close to the river bank. It 

would appear that the dyke forms a part of the river floor for 

some unknown distance in a westerly direction.

Several showings of gossan from which relatively high 

Counter readings can be obtained nave beer, found within a few 

hundred feet of the original showing as well as that found in 

the northern group of claims noted above. It is hoped to get 

fresh samples from all showings before winter sets in on which 

a plan for development in 1950 can be based.

V/ithin the last three weeks many parties have been 

in the area. Staking is reported to cover a section extending
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dowrstream to the west for four miles. Some of those who have seen 

our criginal showing include K. Murphy of Newroont, Robert Campbell 

of Cararay, Mell Hobb of Kurmac, fid James, Quo Carlson and McDonough 

of Madsen Red Lake. They all appear to be favourably impressed 

with the structure unfoldod to date, and the high readings obtained 

over fair widths.

K. C. Hart, 
CS Chief Geologist,
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